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SCHUR–WEYL DUALITY, VERMA MODULES, AND ROW
QUOTIENTS OF ARIKI–KOIKE ALGEBRAS
ABEL LACABANNE AND PEDRO VAZ
Abstract. We prove a Schur–Weyl duality between the quantum enveloping algebra of
gl
m
and certain quotient algebras of Ariki-Koike algebras, which we give explicitly. The
duality involves several algebraically independent parameters and is realized through the
tensor product of a parabolic universal Verma module and a tensor power of the natural
representation of gl
m
. We also give a new presentation by generators and relations of the
generalized blob algebras of Martin and Woodcock as well as an interpretation in terms
of Schur–Weyl duality by showing they occur as a particular case of our algebras.
1. Introduction
Schur–Weyl duality is a celebrated theorem connecting the finite-dimensional represen-
tations of the general linear and the symmetric groups. It states that, over a field k
of characteristic 0, the actions of GLmpkq and Sn on V “ pk
mqbn commute and form
double centralizers. Its way into the quantum world was made by Jimbo [13] who estab-
lished that Uqpglmq and the Hecke algebra form a Schur–Weyl pair. Several variants of
Schur–Weyl duality were later found, resulting in other Schur–Weyl type pairs (see for ex-
ample [3, 5, 8, 20, 4]). One particular generalization consists of looking at representations
of glm but allowing V to be infinite-dimensional. For example, in [12] it is established a
Schur–Weyl duality between Uqpsl2q and the blob algebra
1 of Martin and Saleur [16] by
letting them act on the tensor product of a projective Verma module with several copies
of the natural representation of Uqpsl2q.
1.1. In this paper. We consider the tensor product of a parabolic universal Verma module
with the m-folded tensor product of the natural representation for Uqpglmq to establish a
Schur–Weyl duality with a quotient of Ariki–Koike algebras. Ariki–Koike algebras were
first considered by Cherednik in [9] as a cyclotomic quotient of the affine Hecke algebra of
type A. These algebras were later rediscovered and studied by Ariki and Koike [2] from
a representation theoretic point of view. Independently, Brou and Malle attached in [6] a
Hecke algebra to any complex reflection group. By definition (see [6, Definition 4.1]) Ariki-
Koike algebras turned out to be the Hecke algebras associated to the complex reflection
groups Gpd, 1, nq: these algebras are deformations of the group algebra of Gpd, 1, nq.
1In [12] the blob algebra was called the Temperley–Lieb algebra of type B (see [15] for further
explanations).
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Recall that the Ariki-Koike algebra Hpd, nq with parameters q and u “ pu1, . . . , udq is the
k-algebra with generators T0, T1, . . . Tn´1, where T1, . . . Tn´1 generate a finite-dimensional
Hecke algebra of type A and T0 satisfies T0T1T0T1 “ T1T0T1T0, T0Ti “ TiT0 for i ą 1, andśd
i“1pT0 ´ uiq “ 0. We consider the semisimple case, where the irreducible modules Vµ of
Hpd, nq are indexed by d-partitions of n.
In this paper we introduce the row-quotient algebra Hmpd, nq, that depends on a d-tuple
m “ pm1, . . . , mdq of positive integers, as the quotient of Hpd, nq by the kernel of the
surjection
Hpd, nq Ñ EndHpd,nq
ˆà
µ
Vµ
˙
,
the sum being over all d-partitions µ “ pµp1q, . . . , µpdqq such that lpµpiqq ď mi for all
1 ď i ď d.
Let MppΛq be a parabolic Verma module and V the natural representation for Uqpglmq.
In our conventions, p is standard and has Levi factor l “ glm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ glmd , with mi ě 1
and m1 `m2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `md “ m and Λ depends on d algebraically independant parameters
λ1, . . . , λd (see Section 3.2 for more details). Our main result connects Hmpd, nq to Schur–
Weyl duality,
Theorem A (Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2). Let p be a standard parabolic subalgebra of
glm with Levi subalgebra l “ glm1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆglmd . The Hpd, nqbUqpglmq-moduleM
ppΛqbV bn
is decomposed as
MppΛq b V bn »
à
µPPn
l
Vµ bM
ppΛ, µq,
the parameters of the Ariki-Koike algebra being ui “ pλiq
´pm1`...`mi´1qq2 and where Pnl
denotes the set of d-partitions of n with the i-th component of length at mostmi. Moreover,
EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq “ Hmpd, nq.
This has several particular specializations (Corollaries 4.3-4.7), some of them yielding
well-known algebras:
‚ If p “ glm and m ě n, then EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq is isomorphic to the Hecke
algebra of type A.
‚ If p “ glm and m “ 2, then EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq is isomorphic to the
Temperley–Lieb algebra of type A.
‚ For p such thatm ě nd andmi ě n for all 1 ď i ď d, then EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛqbV bnq
is isomorphic to the Ariki-Koike algebra Hpd, nq.
‚ If p is such that d “ 2 and m1, m2 ě n, then EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq is isomor-
phic to the Hecke algebra of type B with unequal and algebraically independent
parameters (see [11, Example 5.2.2, (c)]).
‚ If the parabolic subalgebra p coincides with the standard Borel subalgebra of
Uqpglmq then EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq is isomorphic to Martin–Woodcock’s [17]
generalized blob algebraBpd, nq. This generalizes the case of Uqpsl2q covered in [12].
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In the last case, this gives a new interpretation of the generalized blob algebras Bpd, nq
in terms of Schur–Weyl duality. We also give a new presentation of Bpd, nq as a quotient
of Ariki–Koike algebras:
Theorem B (Theorem 2.14). Suppose that Hpd, nq is semisimple and that for every i, j, k
we have p1 ` q´2quk ‰ ui ` uj. The generalized blob algebra Bpd, nq is isomorphic to the
quotient of Hpd, nq by the two-sided ideal generated by the element
τ “
ź
1ďiăjďd
„
pT1 ´ qq
ˆ
T0 ´ q
ui ` uj
q ` q´1
˙
pT1 ´ qq

.
We hope that the explicit presentations of the algebras in this paper will turn out useful
for their study.
1.2. Connection to other works. The idea of writing this note originated when we
started thinking of possible extensions of our work in [15] to more general Kac–Moody
algebras and were not able to find the appropriate generalizations of [12] in the literature.
When we were finishing writing this note Peng Shan informed us about [19]. We expect
our results to be connected to [19, 8] using a braided equivalence of categories between a
category of modules for the quantum group Uqpglmq and a category of modules over the
affine Lie algebra pglm, which is due to Kazhdan and Lusztig [14]. However, the description
of the kernel of the map ψsR,d of [19, Proposition 8.36] does not seem to appear anywhere
in [19], except in the particular case of our Corollary 4.5.
Another motivation for the results presented here resides in the potential applications
to low-dimensional topology, as indicated in [18]. We find that it would be also interesting
to investigate the use of several Verma modules in a tensor product as suggested in [10].
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Steen Ryom–Hansen for comments on an
earlier version of this paper. The authors were supported by the Fonds de la Recherche
Scientifique - FNRS under Grant no. MIS-F.4536.19.
2. Ariki-Koike algebras, row quotients and generalized blob algebras
We recall the notion of Ariki-Koike algebras and define some quotients which will ap-
pear as endomorphism algebras of modules over a quantum group. As a particular case,
we recover the generalized blob algebras of Martin and Woodcock [17] and give them a
presentation in terms of generators and relations which, up to our knowledge is new.
2.1. Reminders on Ariki-Koike algebras. Fix once and for all a field k and two positive
integers d and n and choose q, u1, . . . , ud invertible elements in k. We recall the definition
of the Ariki-Koike algebra introduced in [2], which we view as a quotient of the group
algebra of the Artin-Tits braid group of type B.
Definition 2.1. The Ariki-Koike algebra Hpd, nq with parameters q and u “ pu1, . . . udq
is the k-algebra with generators T0, T1, . . . Tn´1, the quadratic relation
pTi ´ qqpTi ` q
´1q “ 0,
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the cyclotomic relation
dź
i“1
pT0 ´ uiq “ 0,
and the braid relations
TiTj “ TiTj if |i´ j| ą 1, TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1 for 1 ď i ď n ´ 2,
T0T1T0T1 “ T1T0T1T0.
Remark 2.2. We use different conventions than in [2]. In order to recover their definition,
one should replace q by q2, T0 by a1, and qTi´1 by ai.
Since the generators Ti for i ě 1 satisfy the braid relations, we define Tw “ Ts1 . . . Tsr for
any reduced expression of an element w “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sir of the symmetric group Sn. Thanks
to Matsumoto lemma, this is independent of the chosen reduced expression.
It is shown in [2] that the algebra Hpd, nq is of dimension dnn! and a basis is given in
terms of Jucys-Murphy elements. One can define inductively these elements by X1 “ T0
and Xi`1 “ TiXiTi.
Theorem 2.3 ([2, Theorem 3.10, Theorem 3.20]). A basis of Hpd, nq is given by the set
tXr11 . . .X
rd
d Tw | 0 ď ri ă d, w P Snu .
Moreover, the center of Hpd, nq is generated by the symmetric polynomials in X1, . . . , Xd.
We end this section with a semisimplicity criterion due to Ariki [1].
Theorem 2.4. The algebra Hpd, nq is semisimple if and only if¨˚
˝ ź
´nălăn
1ďiăjďd
pq2lui ´ ujq
‹˛‚˜ ź
1ďiďn
p1` q2 ` q4 . . .` q2pi´1qq
¸
‰ 0.
Remark 2.5. The appearance of q2 instead of q in [1] is due to our conventions.
2.2. Representations of Ariki-Koike algebras. In this section, we suppose that the
algebra Hpd, nq is semisimple. In [2], Ariki and Koike gave a construction of the irreducible
representations of Hpd, nq, using the combinatorics of multipartitions.
2.2.1. d-partitions and Young’s lattice. A partition µ of n of length lpµq “ k is a non-
increasing sequence µ1 ě µ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µk ą 0 of integers summing to |µ| “ n. A d-partition
of n is a d-tuple of partitions µ “ pµp1q, . . . , µpdqq such that
řd
i“1|µ
piq| “ n. Given a
d-partition µ its Young diagram is the set
rµs “
 
pa, b, cq P Nˆ N ˆ t1, . . . , du
ˇˇ
1 ď a ď lpµq, 1 ď b ď µpcqa
(
,
whose elements are called boxes. We usually represents a Young diagram as a d-tuple of
sequences of left-aligned boxes, with µ
pcq
a boxes in the a-th row of the c-th component.
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Example 2.6. The Young diagram of the 3-partition pp2, 1q,H, p3qq of 6 is˜
,H,
¸
.
A box γ of rµs is said to be removable if rµsztγu is the Young diagram of a d-partition
ν, and in this case the box γ is said to be addable to ν.
Example 2.7. The removable boxes of the 3-partition pp2, 1q,H, p3qq below are depicted
with a cross ˜
ˆ
ˆ
,H, ˆ
¸
.
We consider the Young lattice for d-partitions and some sublattices. It is a graph with
vertices consisting of d-partitions of any integers, and there is an edge between two d-
partitions if and only if one can be obtained from the other by adding a box.
Example 2.8. The beginning of the Young lattice for 2-partitions is the following
pH,Hq
´
,H
¯ ´
H,
¯
˜
,H
¸ ´
,H
¯ ´
,
¯ ´
,H
¯ ˜
,H
¸
If we fix integers m1, . . . , md, we will encounter the set of d-partitions µ such that
lpµpiqq ď mi, together with the corresponding sublattice of the Young lattice.
Example 2.9. Withm1 “ 1 andm2 “ 2, the beginning of the Young lattice for 2-partitions
µ with lpµp1qq ď 1 and lpµp2qq ď 2 is the following
pH,Hq
´
,H
¯ ´
H,
¯
´
,H
¯ ´
,
¯ ´
,H
¯ ˜
,H
¸
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We end this subsection with the notion of a standard tableau of shape µ where µ is a
d-partition of n. It is a bijection t : rµs Ñ t1, . . . , nu such that for all boxes γ “ pa, b, cq
and γ1 “ pa1, b1, cq we have tpγq ă tpγ1q if a “ a1 and b ă b1 or a ă a1 and b “ b1. Giving
a standard tableau of shape µ is equivalent to giving a path in the Young lattice from the
empty d-partition to the d-partition µ.
Example 2.10. The standard tableau˜
1
4
,H, 2 3
¸
of shape pp1, 1q,H, p2qq correspond to the path
pH,H,Hq p ,H,Hq p ,H, q p ,H, q
´
,H,
¯
.
2.2.2. Constructing the irreducible representations. For µ “ pµp1q, . . . , µpdqq a d-multiparti-
tion of n, we set
Vµ “
à
t
kvt,
where the sum is over all the standard tableaux of shape µ. Ariki and Koike gave an
explicit action of the generators on the basis of Vµ given by the standard tableaux. The
action of T0 is diagonal with respect to this basis:
T0vt “ ucvt,
where c is such that tp1, 1, cq “ 1. The action of Ti is more involved and depends on the
relative positions of the numbers i and i` 1 in the tableau t:
(1) if i and i` 1 are in the same row of the standard tableau t, then Tivt “ qvt,
(2) if i and i` 1 are in the same column of the standard tableau t, then Tivt “ ´q
´1vt,
(3) if i and i` 1 neither appear in the same row nor the same column of the standard
tableau t, then Ti will act on the two dimensional subspace generated by vt and
vs, where s is the standard tableau obtained from t by permuting the entries i and
i` 1. The explicit matrix is given in [2] and we will not need it.
Proposition 2.11 ([2, Theorem 3.7]). If µ is any d-multipartition of n, the space Vµ is
a well-defined representation of Hpd, nq and it is absolutely simple. A set of isomorphism
classes of simple representations of Hpd, nq is moreover given by tVµuµ, for µ running over
the set of d-partitions of n.
The action of the Jucys-Murphy elements is also diagonal in the basis of standard
tableaux:
(1) Xivt “ ucq
2pb´aqvt,
where tpa, b, cq “ i. A useful consequence of Proposition 2.11 is the following: if V is
an irreducible Hpd, nq-module and v P V is a common eigenvector for X1, . . . , Xd with
eigenvalues as in (1) for some standard tableau t of shape µ, then V is isomorphic to Vµ.
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From the explicit description of the representations Vµ, using the standard inclusion
Hpn, dq ãÑ Hpn` 1, dq, we see that for any d-partition of n` 1 we have
Res
Hpn`1,dq
Hpn,dq pVµq “
à
ν
Vν ,
where the sum is over all d-partition ν of n whose Young diagram is obtained by deleting one
removable box from the Young diagram of µ. The branching rule of the inclusions Hp1, dq Ă
Hp2, dq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Hpn, dq is therefore governed by the Young lattice of d-partitions.
2.3. Row quotients of Hpd, nq and generalized blob algebras. We now define the
row quotients of Hpd, nq which will appear later as endomorphism algebras of a tensor
product of modules for Uqpglmq.
Definition 2.12. Let m1, . . . , md be positive integers. The m-row quotient of Hpd, nq,
denoted Hmpd, nq, is the quotient of Hpd, nq by the kernel of the surjection
Hpd, nq Ñ EndHpd,nq
ˆà
µ
Vµ
˙
,
where the sum is over all d-partitions µ such that lpµpiqq ď mi for all 1 ď i ď d.
Remark 2.13. If mi ě n for all 1 ď i ď d then Hmpd, nq “ Hpd, nq.
Similar to the case of Hpd, nq, we have inclusions Hmp1, dq Ă Hmp2, dq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Hmpn, dq
and the branching rule for representations is governed by the corresponding truncation of
the Young lattice of d-partitions.
2.3.1. Generalized blob algebras. In the particular case where mi “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď d, we
recover the generalized blob algebras defined in [17], which we denote Bpd, nq.
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that Hpd, nq is semisimple and that for every i, j, k we have
p1 ` q´2quk ‰ ui ` uj. The generalized blob algebra Bpd, nq is isomorphic to the quotient
of Hpd, nq by the two-sided ideal generated by the element
τ “
ź
1ďiăjďd
„
pT1 ´ qq
ˆ
T0 ´ q
ui ` uj
q ` q´1
˙
pT1 ´ qq

.
This relation may look cumbersome, but can be better understood thanks to the following
lemma:
Lemma 2.15. The two-sided ideal of Hpd, nq generated by τ is equal to the two-sided ideal
generated by
pT1 ´ qq
ź
1ďiăjďd
pX1 `X2 ´ pui ` ujqq .
Proof. A simple computation in Hpd, nq shows that
pT1 ´ qq
ˆ
T0 ´ q
ui ` uj
q ` q´1
˙
pT1 ´ qq “ q pX1 `X2 ´ pui ` ujqq pT1 ´ qq.
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We therefore conclude using the fact that pT1 ´ qq
2 “ ´pq ` q´1qpT1 ´ qq and that T1
commutes with X1 `X2. 
Let us denote by bpd, nq the quotient of Hpd, nq by the two sided ideal generated by
τ . We now investigate which representations Vµ of Hpd, nq factor through the quotient
bpd, nq. Theorem 2.14 will follow immediately from the following proposition.
Proposition 2.16. The representation Vµ factors through bpd, nq if and only if lpµ
pkqq ď 1
for every k such that p1` q´2quk ‰ ui ` uj for all i, j.
Proof. Suppose that µ and k are such that lpµpkqq ě 2 with p1`q´2quk ‰ ui`uj for all i, j.
Then there exist a tableau t of shape µ such that 1 and 2 are in the first two columns of the
k-th component of the Young diagram of µ. By definition of Vµ, the generator T1 acts on vt
by multiplication by ´q´1. The Jucys-Murphy element X1 acts on vt by multiplication by
uk whereas the Jucys-Murphy element X2 acts on vt by multiplication by q
´2uk. Therefore,
thanks to Lemma 2.15, the representation Vµ does not factor through the quotient bpd, nq.
It remains to check that the defining relation of bpd, nq acts by zero on Vµ with lpµ
pkqq ď 1
whenever p1` q´2quk ‰ ui`uj for all i, j. Let t be a standard tableau of shape µ. If 1 and
2 are in the same component of the tableau t, then either 1 and 2 are in the same row and
T1 acts on vt by multiplication by q, either 1 and 2 are in the same column and X1 `X2
acts on t by multiplication by p1` q´2quk. The second case is possible only if there exists
i, j such that p1` q´2quk “ ui` uj and the extra relation of bpd, nq is indeed satisfies. If 1
and 2 are in two different Young diagrams and X1`X2 acts on t by uk`ul, where k (resp.
l) is such that tp1, 1, kq “ 1 (resp tp1, 1, lq “ 2). In both cases, the relation in Lemma 2.15
is satisfied. 
3. Quantum glm, parabolic Verma modules and tensor products
We review the definition of the quantum enveloping algebra of glm, together with the
study of parabolic Verma modules and tensor products of modules.
3.1. The quantum enveloping algebra of glm. Let q be an indeterminate. We recall the
definition of the quantum enveloping algebra overQpqq, but will define some representations
over a bigger field.
Definition 3.1. The quantum enveloping algebra Uqpglmq is the Qpqq-algebra with gen-
erators L˘1i , Ej and Fj , for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď m´ 1 with the following relations:
L˘1i L
¯1
i “ 1, LiLj “ LjLi,
LiEj “ q
δi,j´δi,j`1EjLi, LiFj “ q
´δi,j`δi,j`1FjLi,
rEi, Fjs “ δi,j
LiL
´1
i`1 ´ L
´1
i Li`1
q ´ q´1
,
and the quantum Serre relations
EiEj “ EjEi if |i´ j| ą 1, E
2
i Ei˘1 ´ pq ` q
´1qEiEi˘1Ei ` Ei˘1E
2
i “ 0,
FiFj “ FjFi if |i´ j| ą 1, F
2
i Fi˘1 ´ pq ` q
´1qFiFi˘1Fi ` Fi˘1F
2
i “ 0.
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It is a Hopf algebra, with comultiplication ∆, counit ε and antipode S given on generators
by the following:
∆pLiq “ Li b Li, εpLiq “ 1, SpLiq “ L
´1
i ,
∆pEiq “ Ei b 1` LiL
´1
i`1 b Ei, εpEiq “ 0, SpEiq “ ´L
´1
i Li`1Ei,
∆pFiq “ Fi b L
´1
i Li`1 ` 1b Fi, εpFiq “ 0, SpFiq “ ´FiLiL
´1
i`1.
We denote by Uqpglmq
0 the subalgebra generated by pLiq1ďiďm, by Uqpglmq
ě0 the sub-
algebra generated by pLi, Ejq 1ďiďm
1ďjďm´1
.
In order to set some notations, we denote by P “
Àm
i“1 Zεi the weight lattice of glm with
Z-basis given by the fundamental weights p̟iq1ďiďm with ̟i “ ε1`¨ ¨ ¨` εi. We denote by
Q the root lattice with Z-basis given by the simple roots pαiq1ďiďd´1 with αi “ εi ´ εi`1.
Denote by Φ` the set of positive roots, by P` the set of dominant weights for glm, that
is µ “
řm
i“1 µiεi with µ1 ě µ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µm. We also endow P with the standard non-
degenerate bilinear form: xεi, εjy “ δi,j. The symmetric group Sm acts on P by permuting
the coordinates and leaves the bilinear form x¨, ¨y invariant. Finally, let ρ be the half-sum
of positive roots.
We will often work with extensions Zrβ1, . . . , βksbZP , where the βi’s are indeterminates
and we also extend the bilinear form x¨, ¨y to Zrβ1, . . . , βks bZ P .
3.2. Weights and parabolic Verma modules. Suppose that our field k contains the
field Qpqq and let M be an Uqpglmq-module over the ground field k. An element v PM is
said to be a weight vector if Liv “ ϕpεiqv, where ϕ : P Ñ k is the corresponding weight.
The module M is said to be a weight module if the action of the elements L1, . . . , Lm is
simultaneously diagonalizable. A highest weight module is a weight module M such that
M “ Uqpglmqv, where v is a weight vector such that Eiv “ 0 for 1 ď i ď m´ 1.
It is well known that finite dimensional weight representations of Uqpglmq are parametrized
by the set P` of dominant weights.
In this paper, we will be interested in modules over the field Qpq, λ1, . . . , λkq, where
λi “ q
βi is an indeterminate. Moreover we consider only type 1 modules, where the
weights are of the form
ϕpνq “ qxµ,νy,
for some µ P Zrβ1, . . . , βks bZ P and for all ν P P .
We now turn to parabolic Verma modules. Let p be a standard parabolic subalgebra of
glm with Levi factor l “ glm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ glmd , with mi ě 1 and
řd
i“1mi “ m. Denote by I the
set tm˜i | 1 ď i ď d´ 1u, where m˜i “ m1 ` . . . `mi, so that Uqplq is generated by Li, Ej
and Fj for 1 ď i ď m and j R I and Uqppq is generated by Li, Ej and Fk for 1 ď i ď m,
1 ď j ď m ´ 1 and k R I. We identify the set P`
1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ P`d , where P
`
i is the set of
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dominant weights for glmi , with the dominant weights P
`
l of l by the following map
pµp1q, . . . , µpdqq Ñ
dÿ
i“1
˜
miÿ
j“1
µ
piq
j εm˜i´1`j
¸
.
We work over the field Qpq, λ1, . . . , λdq with λi “ q
βi. For a dominant weight µ P P`l , we
have an irreducible integrable finite dimensional representation V lpΛ, µq of Uqplq of highest
weight
Λµ “
dÿ
i“1
˜
miÿ
j“1
pβi ` µ
piq
j qεm˜i´1`j
¸
.
Indeed, we check that xΛµ, αiy P N for any i R I. We turn this representation into a
representation of Uqppq by setting EiV
lpΛ, µq “ 0 for all i P I. Then the parabolic Verma
module MppΛ, µq is
MppΛ, µq “ Uqpglmq bUqppq V
lpΛ, µq.
It is clearly a highest weight module with highest weight Λµ. If µ “ 0 we will simply denote
this module by MppΛq and its highest weight by Λ.
Lemma 3.2. For any µ P P`l , the parabolic Verma module M
ppΛ, µq is simple.
Proof. Since for any i P I the scalar product xΛµ, αiy is not an integer, it follows from usual
arguments that MppΛ, µq is simple. 
Remark 3.3. If the parabolic subalgebra p is the Borel subalgebra b of upper triangular
matrices, we have Uqppq “ Uqpglmq
ě0 and the parabolic Verma module MbpΛq is the
universal Verma module.
In the rest of this article, all dominant weights µ P P`l will moreover satisfy µ
piq
mi ě 0
for all 1 ď i ď d. Therefore it will be convenient to identify such a weight µ with the
corresponding d-partition satisfying lpµpiqq ď mi. We then denote by P
n
l the set of d-
partitions µ of n such that lpµpiqq ď mi. We will use the same notation µ to denote the
d-partition or the corresponding dominant weight.
We also denote by V the standard representation of glm of dimension m. It is a highest
weight module with highest weight ε1, it has as a basis v1, . . . , vm and the action of Uqpglmq
is given by
Li ¨ vj “ q
δi,jvj , Ei ¨ vj “ δi`1,jvj´1 and Fi ¨ vj “ δi,jvj`1.
3.3. Tensor products and branching rule. As Uqpglmq is a Hopf algebra, its category
of representations is endowed with a tensor product. Given M and N two modules over a
ground ring R, the action of the generators on M bRN is given using the comultiplication:
for all v PM and w P N , one have
Li ¨ pv b wq “ Li ¨ v b Li ¨ w, Ei ¨ pv b wq “ Ei ¨ v b w ` LiL
´1
i`1 ¨ v b Ei ¨ w
and Fi ¨ pv b wq “ Fi ¨ v b L
´1
i L
´1
i`1 ¨ w ` v b Fi ¨ w.
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We will write b instead of bR to simplify the notations. Since we will be interested in the
endomorphism algebra ofMppΛqbV bn, we first start by understanding the decomposition
of this module.
Proposition 3.4. For any µ P Pnl , there is an isomorphism of Uqpglmq-modules
MppΛ, µq b V »
à
νPPn`1
l
MppΛ, νq,
where the sum is over all ν P Pn`1l whose Young diagram is obtained from the Young
diagram of µ by adding one addable box.
Proof. We start by showing that MppΛ, µqbV has a filtration given by the MppΛ, νq as in
the lemma. First, we have the following tensor identity:
pUqpglmq bUqppq V
lpΛ, µqq b V » Uqpglmq bUqppq pV
lpΛ, µq b V q.
Noticing that L ÞÑ Uqpglmq bUqppq L is an exact functor from the category of finite dimen-
sional Uqppq-modules to the category of Uqpglmq-modules, it remains to show that
V lpΛ, µq b V »
à
νPPn`1
l
V lpΛ, νq,
where the sum is over all ν P Pn`1l whose Young diagram is obtained from the Young
diagram of µ by adding one addable box. This follows from the usual branching rule for
Uqpglmiq-modules.
To show that the sum is direct, we will look at these modules as Uqpslmq-modules and
show that each MppΛ, νq lie in a different block. We know thatMppΛ, νq and MppΛ, ν 1q are
in the same block if and only if their highest weights are in the same orbit for the action
of the symmetric group shifted by ρ. The highest weight for slm of M
ppΛ, νq is given by
Λ` ν ´
|Λ|` |ν|
m
pε1 ` . . .` εmq.
Since the dot action satisfies w ¨ pη ` γq “ w ¨ η ` wpγq, we obtain that MppΛ, νq and
MppΛ, ν 1q are in the same block if and only if there exists w P Sm such that
w ¨
ˆ
ν ´
|ν|
m
pε1 ` . . .` εmq
˙
“ ν 1 ´
|ν 1|
m
pε1 ` . . .` εmq.
Since both ν ´ |ν|
m
pε1 ` . . . ` εmq and ν
1 ´ |ν
1|
m
pε1 ` . . . ` εmq are dominants, we conclude
that w “ 1 and then ν “ ν 1 since |ν| “ |ν 1|. 
Using the previous lemma and induction, one show the following proposition.
Corollary 3.5. There is an isomorphism
MppΛq b V bn »
à
µPPn
l
MpΛ, µqnµ,
where nµ is the number of paths from the empty d-partition to µ in the Young lattice of
d-multipartitions.
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3.4. Braiding and an action of the Artin-Tits group of type B. The quantized
enveloping algebra (or rather a completion of the tensor product with itself) contains an
element, called the quasi-R-matrix, which is a crucial tool in defining a braiding on a
subcategory of the representations of Uqpglmq. Since there are several possible braidings,
we make our choice explicit and refer to [7][10.1.D] for more details.
In a completion of Uqpglmq b Uqpglmq, we define an element Θ by
Θ “
ź
αPΦ`
˜
`8ÿ
n“0
q
npn´1q
2
pq ´ q´1qn
rns!
Enα b F
pnq
α
¸
,
where rns! “
śn
i“1
qi´q´i
q´q´1
and Eα, Fα being the root vectors associated to a positive
root α. If M and N are two Uqpglmq type 1 weight modules over the ground ring
Qpq, λ1, . . . , λd´1q where Uqpglmq
ą0 act locally nilpotently, Θ induces an isomorphism of
vector spaces ΘM,N : M bN ÑM bN . We then define a morphim of Uqpglmq-modules
cM,N : M bN Ñ N bM,
by cM,N “ τ ˝f ˝ΘM,N , where τ is the flip vbw ÞÑ wbv and f is the map vbw ÞÑ q
xµ,νyvbw
if v and w are of respective weights µ and ν. This endows the category of type 1 weight
modules on which Uqpglmq
ą0 act locally nilpotently with a braiding, which satisfy the
so-called hexagon axioms:
cLbM,N “ pcL,N b IdMq ˝ pIdLbcM,Nq and cL,MbN “ pIdM bcL,Nq ˝ pcL,M b IdN q.
Let Bn be the Artin-Tits braid group of type Bn. It has the following presentation in
terms of generators and relations:
Bn “
C
τ0, τ1, . . . , τn´1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ τ0τ1τ0τ1 “ τ1τ0τ1τ0,τiτj “ τjτi, if |i´ j| ą 1,
τiτi`1τi “ τi`1τiτi`1, for 1 ď i ď n ´ 2
G
.
Using the braiding, we define the following endomorphisms of M bNbn:
R0 “ pcN,M ˝ cM,Nq b IdNbn´1,
Ri “ IdMbNbi´1 bcN,N b IdNbn´i´1, for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
Proposition 3.6. The assignment τi ÞÑ Ri defines an action of Bn on the moduleMbN
bn
which commutes with the Uqpglmq action.
Proof. The fact that Ri is a Uqpglmq-morphism follows by definition of Ri. We only have
to check that the defining relations of Bn are satisfied. Clearly, if |i´ j| ą 1 then Ri and
Rj commute. For 1 ď i ď n ´ 2, the relation RiRi`1Ri “ Ri`1RiRi`1 follows from the
Yang-Baxter equation. Finally, it remains to show that R0R1R0R1 “ R1R0R1R0 and we
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may, and will, suppose that n “ 2. Using graphical calculus, we simply have to show that
NNM
“
NNM
which follows from applying several Reidemeister III moves (we leave the details to the
reader). 
Finally, we end this section with a lemma due to Drinfeld computing the action of the
double braiding on highest weight modules, which is related with the action of the ribbon
element.
Lemma 3.7. Let L,M and N be highest weight modules of respective highest weight λ, µ
and ν such that L ĂM bN . Then the double braiding cN,M ˝ cM,N restricted to N acts by
multiplication by the scalar
qxλ,λ`2ρy´xµ,µ`2ρy´xν,ν`2ρy.
4. The endomorphism algebra of MppΛq b V bn
The aim of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let p be a standard parabolic subalgebra of glm with Levi subalgebra l “
glm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ glmd . The Hpd, nq b Uqpglmq-module M
ppΛq b V bn is decomposed as
MppΛq b V bn »
à
µPPn
l
Vµ bM
ppΛ, µq,
the parameters of the Ariki-Koike algebra being given by Lemma 4.2 below. Moreover,
EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq “ Hmpd, nq.
We first explain why MppΛq b V bn inherits an action of the Ariki-Koike algebra from
the action of the braid group of type Bn. It is a classical result that the eigenvalues of Ri
are q and ´q´1: the action of the braiding on V b V is
vi b vj ÞÑ
$’&’%
qvj b vi if i “ j,
vj b vi if i ą j,
vj b vi ` pq ´ q
´1qvi b vj if i ă j.
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Moreover, using Lemma 3.7, we easily compute the eigenvalues of the endomorphism R0
in order to show that the action of Bn factors through the Ariki-Koike algebra.
Lemma 4.2. The eigenvalues u1, . . . , ud of R0 on M
ppΛq b V are equal to
ui “ pλiq
´m˜i´1q2.
Proof. Let Λ be the highest weight of MppΛq. The decomposition of MppΛq b V is given
in Proposition 3.4:
MppΛq b V »
dà
i“1
MppΛ, µiq,
where µi is the d-partition of 1 whose only non-zero component is the i-th one and is equal
to p1q. The highest weight of MppΛ, µiq being Λ` εm˜i´1`1, the action of R0 on M
ppΛ, µiq
is given by
qxΛ`εm˜i´1`1,Λ`εm˜i´1`1`2ρy´xΛ,Λ`2ρy´xε1,ε1`2ρy,
and we check that
xΛ` εm˜i´1`1,Λ` εm˜i´1`1 ` 2ρy ´ xΛ,Λ` 2ρy ´ xε1, ε1 ` 2ρy “ 2pβi ´ m˜i´1q.

Therefore, the assignment Ti Ñ Ri defines a morphism of algebras
Hpd, nq Ñ EndUqpglmqpM
ppΛq b V bnq,
the parameters of the Ariki-Koike algebra being ui “ pλiq
´m˜i´1q2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Using Corollary 3.5 and the fact that Hpd, nq acts on MppΛqbV bn
by Uqpglmq-linear endomorphisms, we see that
MppΛq b V bn »
à
µPPn
l
V˜µ bM
ppΛ, µq,
for some representations V˜µ of Hpd, nq. Since the multiplicity of M
ppΛ, µq in MppΛqbV bn
is given by the number of paths in the Young’s lattice from the empty d-partition to
the d-partition µ, we have dimpV˜µq “ dimpVµq. It then remains to show that Vµ is a
subrepresentation of V˜µ.
Let t be a standard Young tableau of shape µ and denote by pai, bi, ciq “ t
´1piq. Denote
by µris the d-partition of i obtained by adding to the empty d-partition the boxes labeled
by 1 to i in the chosen standard tableau t. We now choose a highest weight vector v P
MppΛq b V bn of weight Λµ such that for all 1 ď i ď n we have
v P MppΛ, µrisq b V bpn´iq ĂMppΛq b V bn.
Using the branching rule, one see that such a vector exists and is unique up to a scalar.
Let us show that this vector v is a common eigenvector of the Jucys-Murphy elements Xi.
It is easy to see that the action of the Jucys-Murphy element Xi on M
ppΛq b V bn is given
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by the double braiding pcV,MppΛqbV bpi´1q ˝ cMppΛqbV bpi´1q,V q b IdV bpn´iq. By Lemma 3.7, we
obtain that Xi acts on v by multiplication by
qxΛµris,Λµris`2ρy´xΛµri´1s ,Λµri´1s`2ρy´xε1,ε1`2ρy.
Indeed, v lies in the summand MppΛ, µrisq b V bpn´iq Ă MppΛ, µri´ 1sq b V b V bpn´iq of
MppΛq b V bn. But Λµris “ Λµri´1s ` εki where ki “ m˜ci´1 ` ai so that
xΛµris,Λµris ` 2ρy ´ xΛµri´1s,Λµri´1s ` 2ρy ´ xε1, ε1 ` 2ρy “ 2xΛµri´1s, εkiy ` 2p1´ kiq
“ 2pβci ` bi ´ kiq,
since the component of Λµri´1s on εki is βci`pbi´1q. ThereforeXi acts on v by multiplication
by
pλciq
bi´kiq2 “ uciq
2pbi´aiq.
Therefore the Hpd, nq submodule spanned by v is isomorphic to Vµ and then Vµ is a
subrepresentation of V˜µ. 
4.1. Some particular cases. We finish by giving some special cases of Theorem 4.1 in
order to recover various well-known algebras. The two first special cases involve the well
known situation without a parabolic Verma module: it suffices to note that if p “ glm then
MppΛq is the trivial module.
Corollary 4.3. If the parabolic subalgebra p is glm and m ě n, then the endomorphism
algebra of MppΛq b V bn is isomorphic to Hecke algebra of type A.
Corollary 4.4. If the parabolic subalgebra p is glm and m “ 2, then the endomorphism
algebra of MppΛq b V bn is isomorphic to Temperley–Lieb algebra of type A.
We now turn to special cases where p is a strict subalgebra of glm. The following corollary
follows from the Remark 2.13.
Corollary 4.5. For p such that m ě nd and mi ě n for all 1 ď i ď d, the endomorphism
algebra of MppΛq b V bn is isomorphic to the Ariki-Koike algebra Hpd, nq.
The Hecke algebra of type B with unequal parameters appears when we work with a
standard parabolic subalgebra p with Levi factor glm1 ˆ glm2 .
Corollary 4.6. If the parabolic subalgebra p is such that d “ 2, m1 ě n and m2 ě n, then
the endomorphism algebra of MppΛq b V bn is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra of type B
with unequal and algebraically independent parameters.
Finally, the last special case is a generalization of the gl2 case of [12], where we recover
the generalized blob algebra.
Corollary 4.7. If the parabolic subalgebra p is the standard Borel subalgebra b of glm, that
is d “ m and mi “ 1 for 1 ď i ď d, then the endomorphism algebra of MpΛq b V
bn is
isomorphic to the generalized blob algebra Bpd, nq.
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